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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

The hierarchy theory is the foundation of the modern computer system design. However, the interaction part between different system layers is usually the weak point of the system, which tends to have security flaws. When communicating across the system boundary, failure to enforce the required synchronization in the shared memory can cause data inconsistency of the communication partners. Especially when there is a privilege gap between different boundary sides, such data inconsistency can lead to security vulnerability and sabotage the trust boundary. In this paper, we propose the concept of inter-boundary vulnerability and give the first in-depth study of them. We investigate three typical boundaries in the system that inter-boundary vulnerabilities are prone to occur, including the kernel-user boundary, the hardware-OS boundary, and the VMM-guest OS boundary. Then, based on the investigation of 115 real-world vulnerability cases, we extract four vulnerability types and provide analysis for each type to illustrate the principle. Finally, we discuss the state-of-the-art techniques that are relevant to the detection, prevention, and exploitation of such vulnerabilities, aiming to light the future research on this topic.

1. Introduction

The hierarchical structure is the foundation of the computer system, which facilitates system design and implementation. However, owing to the complex functionality, such as data exchange, privilege isolation, and error disposal, the interaction part between different system layers is usually the weakness of the system. Besides, modern optimization schemes, such as concurrent processing and asynchronization communication, also enlarge the security risks. Thus, communication between different system layers tends to have security flaws.

Shared memory is a fundamental and widespread communication scheme for the inter-domain communication of modern computer systems. The main reason for its popularity is the performance advantage compared to the other message-based communication mechanisms. However, the shared memory scheme is also vulnerable when used for cross-layer communication. Communication-based on shared memory usually requires additional synchronization, such as locks and mutexes. Otherwise, concurrent access to shared data can cause memory corruption errors. These synchronization methods require all communication partners to participate, otherwise, the synchronization cannot be enforced. This usually is not a problem when all communication participants operate on the same privilege level, such as communication between normal processes or between threads. However, when one side of the communication is less privileged, the shared memory interface becomes a trust boundary, and the situation becomes complicated [1]. Since high-level synchronization methods are not enforced in shared memory interfaces, they can simply be ignored, causing data inconsistency. Such data inconsistency can sabotage the trust boundary and cause security vulnerability, which can lead to severe consequences, such as memory corruption errors and sensitive information disclosure. We call it the “inter-boundary vulnerability”.

The inter-boundary vulnerability exists in the communication between different system layers (or domains). Different from the concurrency bugs, the inter-boundary vulnerability usually occurs where there is a privilege gap, known as the trust boundary. Consequently, the misuse of synchronization primitives by one communication partner (usually the privileged one) gives a chance to the less privileged (malicious) partner to cause harmful results to the privileged one. Although there is a large amount of research on the safe use of shared resources, such as the race conditions [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] and concurrency bugs [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], they usually focus on the insecure behavior caused by the misuse of synchronization primitives. They do not take the existence of a malicious communication partner into account, thus, hardly applicable to the detection of security vulnerabilities in the thrust boundary. Therefore, inter-boundary vulnerability is a new research point that supplements these researches.

Previous research has raised the awareness of the double-fetch vulnerability [16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The double-fetch vulnerability is a subclass of the inter-boundary vulnerability, which is caused by the violation of the read-after-read data dependency between the kernel address space and user address space. However, as we have mentioned above, such vulnerability is theoretically not limited to the kernel-user boundary nor the read-after-read data dependency. Thus, in this paper, we propose the concept of inter-boundary vulnerability and give the first in-depth study of it. We broaden the scope of this topic by studying more system boundary types and analyzing more data dependency types, aiming to light
the future research on this topic. In summary, we make the following contributions.

- We extract three system boundaries that inter-boundary vulnerabilities are prone to occur, including the kernel-user boundary, the hardware-OS boundary, and the VMM-guest OS boundary.

- We investigate 115 real-world inter-boundary vulnerability cases and categorize four inter-boundary vulnerability types based on the analysis of these cases. We have made the collected vulnerabilities available online for the security community for further research.

- We review the state-of-the-art techniques that are relevant to the detection, exploitation, and prevention of the inter-boundary vulnerability, and point out challenges for the future work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the background knowledge of this topic and introduces the vulnerability-prone boundaries in the system. Section 3 classifies the inter-boundary vulnerabilities and analyzes related works on detection, exploitation, and prevention. Section 4 gives an in-depth analysis of this topic. Section 5 discusses the perspectives and challenges for the future work, followed by conclusions.

2. Background

2.1. The Shared Memory Scheme

Shared memory is a fundamental and widespread communication scheme for the inter-domain communication of modern computer systems. The main reason for its popularity is the performance advantage compared to the other message-based communication mechanisms, such as pipes or message queues, which are implemented on top of system calls [1].

When the data is transferred between two processes, a message-oriented approach requires at least two additional copies into the kernel as the pipe and message queue resides in the kernel. The sender triggers a copy from the user space to pass data to the kernel, and the receiver uses another copy to get the data from the kernel back into the user space [21]. However, for the shared memory scheme, the procedure is straightforward. It shares the physical memory pages by mapping them into the virtual address space of multiple execution contexts (user space process). The shared memory scheme only has a one-time setup cost. After creating the page-mapping, data transfers between two contexts do not require any involvement of the kernel. Instead, simple memory reads and writes are used, which avoids the expensive copy operations [1]. Thus, it has a performance advantage.

Based on the shared memory, communication usually requires proper synchronization between the communication partners, such as the mutexes, locks, and semaphores. However, an obvious limitation of these synchronization methods are that they require all communication partners to participate, otherwise, the synchronization cannot proceed [1].

2.2. Boundaries in the System

Modern computer systems have a hierarchical structure, and the complex function is divided and implemented in abstracted layers. Each layer (also known as a domain) conducts a relatively centralized and straightforward job to facilitate the system design and implementation. The isolation between the two domains also improves the security scheme, forming a virtual boundary. From a security point of view, a boundary is a privilege gap between two domains. The higher privilege side needs to protect itself against potential malicious behaviors of its counterpart, such as the boundary between the kernel and user address space. In this paper, we choose the kernel-user boundary, the hardware-OS boundary, and the VMM-OS boundary as representatives to give a detailed analysis of the inter-boundary vulnerability.

2.2.1. The Kernel-user Boundary

In the modern computer system, for security purposes, the memory address space is divided into the kernel space and user space. The kernel space is where the kernel code executes, while the user space is where regular user processes run [17]. Although the kernel space and the user space are both virtually and physically isolated, owing to the kernel privilege, some memory data that resides in the user space is accessible by both the kernel and the user process [16].

A typical vulnerability type that crosses the kernel-user boundary is the double-fetch vulnerability [16, 18, 20, 19]. In 2008, Fermin J. Serna [22] first introduced the term “double-

This usually is not a problem when all communication participants operate on the same privilege level, such as communication between normal processes or between threads. However, when one side of the communication has less privilege, the shared memory interface becomes a trust boundary, and the situation becomes complicated. From a security perspective, the higher privilege side of the communication needs to protect itself against the malicious behavior of its counterpart. Thus, the privileged code operating on the shared memory needs auditing for security vulnerabilities. Such situations include the communication between the kernel space and user space, the communication between the hardware and the operating system (OS), and the communication between the VMM and the guest OS. Since high-level synchronization methods are not enforced in shared memory interfaces, they can simply be ignored, causing potential vulnerabilities.

![Figure 1: Illustration of how the double-fetch vulnerability in the kernel-user boundary occurs.](image-url)
fetch” to describe a special kernel vulnerability type that was caused by a race condition between the kernel and user space. A double fetch is a situation that the kernel (e.g., via a syscall) reads the same value that resides in the user space twice, the first time to verify the value and the second time to use the value [23]. As Figure 1 shows, such a situation turns into a double-fetch vulnerability when a concurrently running user thread tampers the value between the two kernel reads under a race condition, then, when the kernel reads the value a second time to use, it gets a different one [17]. The data inconsistency introduced by the double-fetch vulnerability could lead to problematic consequences such as privilege escalation, information leakage, kernel crash, etc [17]. The famous KHOBÉ attack [24] is a typical application of the double-fetch vulnerability to bypass the security software on the system [17].

The double-fetch vulnerability is different from the typical race condition because the kernel-user boundary separates the race condition in a double-fetch vulnerability. The kernel space only contains two reads, and the write resides in the user space. Moreover, the write from the user space is usually potential, which does not necessarily exist in regular times, but can be crafted by a malicious user to create a race condition when triggering the vulnerability [17].

2.2.2. The Hardware-OS Boundary

In a computer system, a boundary exists between the hardware device and the software. When attaching to the system, the peripheral devices are controlled by the OS. Specifically, the OS controls the hardware device by writing to and reading from its registers [25]. Most of the time, a device has several registers, and they are accessed at consecutive addresses, either in the memory address space or in the I/O address space [25]. The I/O memory is simply a region of RAM-like locations that the device makes available to the processor over the bus. For example, the memory-mapped I/O scheme uses the same address space to address both the physical memory and the I/O devices, and the CPU uses the same instructions used to access the physical memory to access the device registers and device memory [25]. Each I/O device monitors the CPU’s address bus and responds to any CPU access of an address assigned to that device, connecting the data bus to the desired device’s hardware register [25]. Both memory-mapped registers and memory-mapped device memory are called the I/O memory because the difference between registers and memory from peripheral devices is transparent to software [25]. Thus, accessing the I/O memory is in the same fashion as accessing the regular memory, and memory-corruption errors can also occur in the I/O memory.

A recent study [25] reveals a new double-fetch vulnerability type that crosses the hardware-OS boundary. As Fig. 2 shows, this vulnerability occurs when the OS controls a peripheral device by accessing the I/O memory. The kernel reads the “same” I/O memory data twice, assuming the data is unchanged. However, since the driver is unable to validate the attached device fully, the compromised hardware could tamper the peripheral data mapped in the I/O memory between the two reads, causing data inconsistency for the OS. Such data inconsistency may lead to severe problems for the system functioning or even a security vulnerability [25].

This double-fetch vulnerability is different from the traditional one because it crosses different boundaries. The involvement of peripheral devices makes the new case a complicated problem. For example, in a traditional double-fetch vulnerability, the kernel fetches data from user space, and the user thread tampers the shared data under race conditions. But in this peripheral type, the tampered data resides in the I/O memory, and the data is modified by the peripheral device.

2.2.3. The VMM-guest OS Boundary

In the virtualized system, a new software layer is introduced, called the virtual machine monitor (VMM) or the hypervisor. Each virtual machine (VM) consists of the virtual memory, the virtual CPUs, and the virtualized devices. The VMM is responsible for managing the accesses from each running virtual machine to the hardware, giving a guest OS the illusion to be running on real physical hardware.

In a virtualized system, the VMM runs in the ring 0 mode, which has access to privileged instructions, the entire memory space, and the I/O. For security purposes, the virtual hardware must isolate from each VM, and the privileged op-
eralizations of the guest OS must be restricted. There are two ways to realize such restrictions. VMWare uses binary translation to dynamically replaces privileged operations with emulated versions that operate on the virtual hardware [26]. Xen uses para-virtualization to modify the guest OS to replace all privileged operations with calls to the VMM APIs [27].

As a result, the guest OS kernel is moved to a less privileged ring, making the VMM the only code running in ring 0.

As Fig. 3 shows, the Xen hypervisor operates directly on top of the hardware and hosts many virtual machines called domains. Among them, dom0 is a privileged management domain, running a typical Linux system with all the management tools required for the hypervisor and its guests; domU is the unprivileged para-virtualized guest, running a modified guest OS. The guest OS does not interact with the real hardware. Instead, it communicates directly with the hypervisor using the hyper-call API (an interface similar to the regular system call interface). As a result, all privileged functionality is restricted to dom0, and the actions performed by the domU kernel can only affect its own VM.

The para-virtualized guest uses a split driver model to access the virtual hardware devices, which consists of the frontend and backend components. The frontend driver in domU works as a regular hardware device driver in the guest OS. When the virtual device is accessed, the frontend driver sends a request to the backend driver in dom0, which processes the request and manipulates the real hardware device [1]. The core mechanism used for inter-domain communication between the backend and frontend components is the shared memory.

Even though the privileges of backend components are restricted to reduce the impact of a vulnerability, for the performance reason, many backend components are directly implemented in the kernel of the management system, making full isolation impossible. Thus, attacks on the backend components of para-virtualized drivers can directly lead to a full dom0 compromise. Such compromise is as critical as a compromise of the Xen hypervisor itself because dom0 is a privileged management domain that has access to the complete state of all other guests and communicates directly with the hardware. Thus, the inter-domain communication via shared memory between the frontend and backend drivers is a potential attack surface.

3. Introduction to the Inter-boundary Vulnerability

The inter-boundary vulnerability occurs when different system layers (or domains) communicating via the shared memory scheme. Communication partners access the shared data without proper use of the required synchronization can violate the data consistency and cause memory corruption errors. The privilege gap between the communication partners can turn such memory errors to security vulnerabilities that breach the trust boundary. As Fig. 4 shows, an inter-boundary vulnerability consists of the following five elements:

1. Isolated domains. Two functional isolated or restricted domains. Isolated domains work in an asynchronous way but with proper communications. For example, the kernel space and user space are isolated by the restriction of the address space. However, they can communicate with each other via various schemes, such as the system calls.

2. Shared memory data. The isolated domains conduct communication via shared memory data, such as passing arguments and synchronization. The shared data can be global variables, heap objects, or data blocks that are being processed concurrently. Since both of the communication partners can access the shared data, the synchronization is of vital importance. However, it is usually hard to enforce both sides of the communication.

3. The privilege gap. Since the functionality of each domain is centralized and secured, the isolation between two domains forms a virtual boundary. From a security point of view, a boundary usually has a privilege gap, which protects the privileged domain (such as the kernel space) from the malicious behaviors of the less privileged counterpart (such as the user space).

4. The dependent access pair. Shared data accessible to both of the two domains. When a domain launches multiple accesses to the shared data, the accesses can be dependent. For instance, two reads can be dependent as the first is used to check the data, while the second is to use the data. Such dependency also includes read-after-write, write-after-read, and double-write. We give a detailed analysis in the next subsection.

5. The interleaving access. When a domain has a dependent access pair to the shared data, the other domain can launch an interleaving access to the shared data between the access pair. For example, a write from one domain can interleave between two dependent reads from the other domain to tamper the data, causing a buggy result.

3.1. Classification

An inter-boundary vulnerability involves three memory accesses to the same shared variable – two local dependent accesses from the privileged domain and one remote interleaving access from the less privileged domain. When the remote access occurs between the two local accesses, there
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Table 1
The theoretical inter-boundary vulnerability types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$W_1$</td>
<td>Two local reads interleaved by a remote read, making the two reads have different views of the same memory location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>Two local reads interleaved by a remote read, leaking the intermediate result between the reads to the remote read.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_2$</td>
<td>Local read after write interleaved by a remote write. The local read does not get the local result it expects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>Local write-after-read interleaved by a remote write, which violates the dependency of the local write-after-read.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The subscripts $1$ and $2$ indicate the two local accesses in the privileged domain while $i$ indicates the interleaving access from the less privileged domain. The $R$ and $W$ indicate the read and write respectively.

should theoretically form eight combinations. However, only four of them can cause buggy results, shown in Table 1. Accordingly, we categorize the inter-boundary vulnerabilities into four types: the double-read (shorted as R-R) type, the read-after-write (shorted as W-R) type, the double-write (shorted as W-W) type, and the write-after-read (shorted as W-W) type. In the following subsections, we use real-world cases to illustrate how each type of vulnerability occurs.

3.1.1. The Double-read Type

The double-read type, also known as the double-fetch vulnerability, is the most prevalent inter-boundary vulnerability type, which has manifested in all the three boundary types.

Figure 5 shows a double-read type inter-boundary vulnerability in the kernel-user boundary (CVE-2018-12633), which occurs in file /drivers/virt/vboxguest/vboxguest_linux.c of Linux-4.16.8. In function vbg_misc_device_ioctl(), the driver reads the same user data twice by copy_from_user(). The first read copies the message header (stored in hdr), which is used to verify the size variables (line 100-102), such as hdr.size_in and hdr.size_out. Then, a kernel buffer is allocated based on variable size (line 117-122). In the second read (line 124), the whole message is copied into the buffer, and the header part is copied again. Though the header part is double-fetched, the critical variables such as hdr.size_in and hdr.size_out are only verified after the first read but not after the second read. Thus, the user data could be tampered between the two reads by a concurrently running malicious user thread under a race condition. Since the kernel buffer is allocated based on the variables from the first read, whereas the buffer is used with variables from the second read in vbg_core_ioctl() (line 131), the malicious data tamper from the user side can lead to a kernel buffer over-access.

Figure 6 shows a double-read type inter-boundary vulnerability in the hardware-OS boundary (CVE-2017-9985), which occurs in file /sound/isa/msnd/msnd_midi.c of Linux-4.10.1. The kernel uses wrapper function readw() to read hardware device data from the I/O memory to the kernel. Function snd_msmidi_input_read() uses a header pointer mpu->dev->MIDIq + JQS_wHead to process a message queue, and pointer value is fetched twice at line 126 and line 128, respectively. The first time is to prevent queue over-access by comparison with the tail pointer, whereas the second time is to get the message data from the queue and send it by snd_rawmidi_receive(). This double-fetch situation of the header pointer is vulnerable because the pointer resides in the peripheral device register, and the value of the pointer is likely to be changed between the two reads of the pointer. Once the pointer value is tampered by unexpected data flips or intentionally compromised hardware, an array (or queue) over-access could occur.

Figure 7 shows a simplified version of a double-read type inter-boundary vulnerability in the VMM-guest OS boundary, which affects xen_disk, a block backend implementation in Xen. Xen defines helper function blkif_get_x86_64_req()
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```c
void blkif_get_x86_64_req(blkif_request_t *dst, blkif_x86_64_request_t *src) {
    int i, n = BLKIF_MAX_SEGMENTS_PER_REQUEST;
    dst->operation = src->operation;
    dst->nr_segments = src->nr_segments;
    // ...
    if ((src->operation == BLKIF_OP_DISCARD)) {
        // ...
        if (n > src->nr_segments) {
            n = src->nr_segments;
            for (i = 0; i < n; ++i) {
                dst->seg[i] = src->seg[i];
            }
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 7: A double-read type inter-boundary vulnerability in the VMM-guest OS boundary.

```c
NTSTATUS NTAPI NtGetSystemVersion(
    UNICODE_STRING UnicodeString,
    PUNICODE_STRING UnicodeString->Buffer,
    DWORD UnicodeString->MaximumLength,
    DWORD BufferLength
) {
    UnicodeString->Length = 0;
    UnicodeString->MaxLength = BufferLength;
    UnicodeString->Buffer = Buffer;
    RtlAppendUnicodeStringToString(UnicodeString,
        L"Microsoft\n"Windows\[Version\10.0.16299\]";
    return STATUS_SUCCESS;
}
```

Figure 8: A read-after-write type inter-boundary vulnerability in the kernel-user boundary.

```c
typedef struct _USERNAME {
    UNICODE_STRING String;
} USERNAME;
```

Figure 9: A double-write type inter-boundary vulnerability in the kernel-user boundary.

to parse and copy frontend requests from the shared memory to a private buffer. Variable `src` points into the shared memory between the frontend and backend driver, and two consecutive accesses (lines 10 and 11) to the `nr_segments` field of `src` form a typical scene of a double-fetch vulnerability. A malicious user can bypass the check at line 10 and trigger a heap overflow in the backend by tampering the value of `src->nr_segments` between line 10 and 11 in the shared memory. The exploitation works by setting `src->nr_segments` to a smaller value than `n` to pass the condition check, but then change it to a greater value before line 11. Consequently, it could cause an overflow in the loop afterward [1].

### 3.1.2. The Read-after-write Type

The read-after-write type is very similar to the double-read type. A privileged domain writes to a memory address in a less privileged domain and subsequently reads from it with the assumption that the written value has remained unchanged, however, the value could have been changed.

Figure 8 shows a read-after-write type inter-boundary vulnerability that crosses the kernel-user boundary [28]. The syscall handler initializes object `UnicodeString` at lines 6-8. Then, it uses `RtlAdjustUnicodeString` to fill the object with a textual representation of the system version. However, this procedure is problematic because the latter routine assumes the object it receives is non-volatile, but in fact, the object contains a user-mode pointer `Buffer` whose data may change asynchronously during the syscall execution. This situation can be exploited by a malicious concurrent thread under a race condition, changing the value of `UnicodeString->Buffer` to the kernel address space within the time window between the initialization of the pointer and its usage.

In the read-after-write type, the vulnerable code trusts the contents of user-mode memory not because it has already read it once (like the double-read type), but because it has explicitly initialized it to a specific value [28]. However, this vulnerability type is observed to be Windows-specific because it is strongly tied to the direct user-mode pointer manipulation in Windows 1 [28].

### 3.1.3. The Double-write Type

The double-write type is an inter-boundary vulnerability type that usually causes information leakage. A domain (primarily a high privilege domain) can write sensitive information to the other domain but later overwrites it with legitimate data in the same context scope. Such a situation can cause sensitive information disclosure as the receiver domain can obtain the initially written data within a limited duration.

In practice, a typical scenario of this kind is when a data structure containing pointers is used to store data both in the kernel mode and user mode. When a syscall copies such an internal kernel structure to the user space, it first copies the object to the memory, then, it adjusts the pointers to point to the corresponding userland buffers. However, since the original kernel-mode pointers reside in the user memory for a short period before being overwritten with the appropriate addresses, the user can use it to obtain sensitive kernel information and attack the kernel [28].

Figure 9 shows an example of the double-write type inter-boundary vulnerability that crosses the kernel-user boundary 2. The structure `USERNAME` is an object that includes a

---

1. Linux use copy functions to manipulate pointers when crossing the kernel boundary, such as `copy_from_user()`.  
2. Windows Kernel ring-0 address leak via a double-write in `NtQueryVirtualMemory(MemoryMappedFilenameInformation)`.  
https://bugs.chromium.org/p/project-zero/issues/detail?id=1456
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void withdraw(unsigned int amount)
{
...
1.1 lock(L);
1.2 temp = account->balance;
1.3 unlock(L);
1.4 temp = temp - amount;
1.5 lock(L);
1.6 account->balance = temp;
1.7 unlock(L);
...
}

Thread 2

void deposit(unsigned int amount)
{
...
2.1 lock(L);
2.2 temp = account->balance;
2.3 unlock(L);
2.4 temp = temp + amount;
2.5 lock(L);
2.6 account->balance = temp;
2.7 unlock(L);
...
}

Figure 10: A write-after-read type atomicity-violation bug in the thread boundary.

3.1.4. The Write-after-read Type

A write-after-read type is different from the previous two types. In this type, the local write relies on a value from the preceding local read that is then overwritten by the remote write. Although we haven’t found real examples of this type in the hard boundaries, it is well-known in the thread boundary as a kind of atomicity-violation bug. Figure 10 shows an example of the write-after-read bug type that crosses the thread boundary. In this case, two threads are handling a shared bank account, one to withdraw the money (Thread 1) and the other to deposit the money (Thread 2). A shared variable account->balance is accessible to both of the two threads. An atomicity violation occurs when the read (line 1.2) and update (line 1.6) of account->balance in Thread 1 is interleaved by the update operation (line 2.6) in a concurrent running Thread 2 (as the arrows indicate). This atomicity violation makes the deposit operations in Thread 2 ineffective because the update (line 1.6) of account->balance in Thread 1 is based on the read (line 1.2) of account->balance in Thread 1, which occurs before the update (line 2.6) in Thread 2. Thus, the update of Thread 2 is overwritten by Thread 1.

Similarly, the update operation in Thread 1 (line 1.6) can also interleave between the read (line 2.2) and update (line 2.6) of account->balance in Thread 2 to make the withdraw operations in Thread 1 ineffective.

The write-after-read type is rare in the hard boundary, and this is because of the privilege gap. Even if a remote write from a less privileged domain violates the write-after-read dependency in a privileged domain, the worst result is that the privileged domain writes wrong data to the less privileged one. However, this leaves no harmful result to the privileged domain.

3.2. Detection

Current detection research of the inter-boundary vulnerabilities mainly focuses on the kernel-user boundary. A few works also attempt to dig the hardware-OS boundary and the VMM-guest OS boundary.

3.2.1. The Kernel-user Boundary

For the kernel-user boundary, the research focuses on the double-read type inter-boundary vulnerability, also known as the double-fetch vulnerability. The detection approach generally has two categories: the dynamic approach and the static approach.

Jurczyk and Coldwind [23] carried out the first study on the double-fetch vulnerabilities in their Bochspwn project. They dynamically instrumented the Windows kernel in an emulator to observe read operations on the same user space address within a short time. They found 36 real EoP vulnerabilities from Windows. However, their analysis and findings are limited to Windows, and their dynamic approach has low code coverage and high runtime overhead. Schwarz et al. [20] combined the side channel cache-attack and kernel-fuzzing to detect double-fetch vulnerabilities. However, their approach is limited to Linux syscalls, missing significant numbers of vulnerabilities occur in non-syscall functions, such as drivers. Pan et al. [29] detect double-fetch vulnerabilities with a virtualization monitor. They capture various dynamic behaviors of kernel execution from the hypervisor level and detect kernel vulnerability based on these context information, which has a significant efficiency improvement over Bochspwn. However, as a dynamic approach, their approach still has a low path coverage. It can only test one execution path per time and cannot test drivers when the hardware is absent.

Wang et al. [16] presented the first static approach to detect double-fetch vulnerabilities in the Linux kernel. Using a pattern-matching analysis, they identified 6 new double-fetch vulnerabilities. Their approach can cover the complete kernel source code, including all drivers and all hardware architectures, without relying on the hardware support. However, their approach is limited to intra-procedure analysis, and the analysis partially relies on the manual review. Xu et al. [19] proposed a formal definition for the double-fetch bugs and used static analysis techniques with symbolic checking to vet for double-fetch bugs. Their approach can do inter-procedure analysis, which improves the bug coverage. However, their definition includes situations that are not currently...
buggy and only have the potential to turn into bugs when the code is updated. Besides, their approach needs to compile the source code to LLVM IR and specify the target architecture. Thus, it detects only one architecture at one time and misses the true case (such as CVE-2016-6130) when the source code cannot be compiled. Nevertheless, they identified a new double-fetch vulnerability (CVE-2017-15037) from FreeBSD. Wang et al. [30] leverage the fact that a double-fetch vulnerability lacks a recheck and proposed a static approach. Their approach first infers the “checks” in the branch based on the error code. Then, it employs backward analysis and data-flow analysis to find uses of the critical variables. Finally, it traverses execution paths to find potential modifications of the critical variables and check the absent rechecks. Their approach emphasized the use of the critical variables, which avoids the inaccuracy in Xu’s [19] definition. However, it still has a false positive rate of 99.3%, and the 2,808 reported cases need manual confirmation.

In 2018, Jurczyk [28] reloaded the Bochspwn project and combined taint tracking to detect kernel information leak vulnerabilities, which includes the read-after-write type and the double-writing type inter-boundary vulnerability. In addition, taint tracking is also leveraged by Wang et al. [18] and Wang et al. [30] to detect double-read type inter-boundary vulnerabilities.

3.2.2. The Hardware-OS Boundary

Lu et al. [25] presents the first dedicated study of the hardware double-fetch vulnerabilities between the peripheral hardware and the operating system, which provides a new perspective to the inter-boundary vulnerability by increasing the scope to include the hardware-OS boundary. Based on a static pattern-matching approach, they discovered four previously unknown double-fetch vulnerabilities in the hardware-OS boundary from the Linux kernel. However, their approach is preliminary, which has a high false report rate and relies on manual efforts. Then, Song et al. [31] used fuzzing to detect hardware double-fetch vulnerabilities in the hardware-OS boundary. They proposed a probing framework, which hooks into the kernel’s page fault handling mechanism to monitor and log traffic between device drivers and their corresponding hardware, and mutate the data stream on-the-fly using a fuzzing component. By imitating the adversarial attacker on the peripheral devices, the framework found 9 previously unknown vulnerabilities. However, this approach cannot guarantee code coverage. Besides, crashes in the kernel lead to system reboots, which introduces significant latency. Thus, the efficiency is limited.

3.2.3. The VMM-guest OS Boundary

Wilhelm [1] used an approach similar to the Bochspwn project to detect double-fetch vulnerabilities in the VMM-guest OS boundary. He analyzed the memory access pattern of para-virtualized devices’ backend components and discovered three new double-fetch vulnerabilities in the security-critical backend components. It is worth mentioning that one of the discovered vulnerabilities did not exist in the source code but was introduced through compiler optimization (CVE-2015-8550) because the compiler optimizes the code in a way that a second fetch is conducted instead of reusing the value from the first fetch. Wilhelm’s work enriches the inter-boundary vulnerability diversity by including the VMM-guest OS boundary. However, his approach has similar drawbacks as Bochspwn’s, such as low path coverage, high runtime overhead, and hardware support dependency.

3.3. Exploitation

The key to exploiting an inter-boundary vulnerability is to insert the remote less privileged access to interleave between the privileged dependent access pair, shown in Figure 11. Different from the exploitation of the concurrency errors that only need to switch the thread scheduling, to exploit the inter-boundary vulnerability, the attacker has to create a remote attack thread to perform the malicious behavior. When the remote access is a write, the goal is to tamper the shared data to violate the dependency between the local access pair, causing memory corruption. When the remote is a read, the goal is to read the shared data between the two local writes, causing information disclosure. For the former, shared data tampering can occur in several situations. (1) Race conditions. The shared data structures (e.g., global variables and heap objects) can be modified under races, and shared variables between threads can also be modified under races. (2) Design errors. The shared data can be potentially modified by the thread itself owing to the logic errors in the design. (3) Implementation defect. Shared data can also be modified by a vulnerable implementation, such as type casting or integer overflow [30]. (4) Hardware data flip. For vulnerabilities in the hardware-OS boundary, the shared data in the I/O memory can be flipped from the hardware side.

![Figure 11: The process of the inter-boundary vulnerability exploitation.](image-url)
As far as we have investigated, currently, viable exploitation of the inter-boundary vulnerability is limited to the double-read type. The exploitation process involves two threads: a triggering thread to invoke the vulnerable function, and a racing thread to flip the data within the time window of the two fetches [17]. Jurczyk and Coldwind also gave the first study on exploiting the double-fetch vulnerability. They pointed out that the key to successfully exploit a double-fetch vulnerability is to broaden the time window between the two fetches. They provided some tricks to realize this goal, such as placing the shared data across the page boundary, disabling the page cachability, and flushing the TLB (Translation Lookaside Buffers) before reading the data [23].

Hammou [32] achieved privilege escalation by exploiting a double-fetch vulnerability in a Windows driver. The kernel-mode driver fetches a user pointer UserAddress twice, the first fetch accesses the IRP SystemBuffer to get the address (pointed by the UserAddress) of the user input, and the second one performs ProbeForWrite on it to get the data. By supplying a valid user-mode address to ProbeForWrite for check and then quickly switching the UserAddress field to a desired kernel-mode address, the exploitation can write 4 bytes data to any kernel memory location. In this way, an attacker can set the TokenObject->Privileges.Enabled field of the attacker’s process to 0xffffffff to escalate the privilege [17].

Similar exploitation work also includes CVE-2005-2490 and CVE-2016-6516. Maiki provided exploitation on CVE-2005-2490 and placed the crafted user data across the page boundary, which could increase the time window by triggering a page fault when accessing the data from more than one page [33]. A page fault could suspend the working thread that is fetching the user data. Meanwhile, a malicious thread could be swapped in and tamper the data before the fetching thread gets scheduled again [17]. Bauer [34] exploits CVE-2016-6516 and could control which cache the overflow happens on [17]. However, the success rate is limited as the time window is usually very small. Schwarz et al. [20] proposed an exploitation approach based on the flush + reload side-channel attack, which could precisely trigger the data switch right after the first fetch, increasing the success rate to 97%.

Theoretically, the exploitation process of the read-after-write type is basically the same as the double-read type except that the remote data tampering is inserted to a local access pair whose first access is a write. For the double-write type, reading data within the time window is more workable than writing data to it. Besides, failure of reading data within the time window causes no effect, however, writing data outside the time window causes an unpredictable result. Thus, the exploitation of the double-write types is more accessible than the other types.

### 3.4. Prevention

Known attempts to prevent inter-boundary vulnerabilities are also limited to the double-read type. Based on the investigation of the real-world vulnerability patches, Wang et al. [16] provided strategies on preventing the double-fetch vulnerabilities and invented a tool based on pattern-matching to patch known vulnerabilities automatically. It was the first attempt to prevent and fix such vulnerabilities. Their strategies are summarized as the following suggestions.

- **Copy the data incrementally.** For the data structure that has a double-fetched part, we only read that part once, and skip that part to read the rest for the second time [16].
- **Use the data from the same read.** Even though some data is read twice, we only use the version from the first read and ignore the second read, which avoids the risk of being tampered [16].
- **Override with values from the first read.** To avoid the use of data from different reads, we use the data from the first read to override the data from the second read. Thus, only one data version is left and used [16].
- **Check the data before use.** Compare the data from the first read with the data of the second read. If the data is not identical, the operation is safely aborted. This approach can both allow detecting attacks by malicious users and protecting from situations in which the data is changed without malicious intent, such as design errors and implementation defects [16].

The key to these strategies is to avoid using both data from the two reads. Although their prevention strategies only give suggestions on how to avoid such vulnerability and rely on the experience of the programmer, they are classic and influence the followers. Xu et al. [19] also provide similar but refined suggestions to mitigate such vulnerabilities. However, such prevention strategies are only limited to the double-read type and not suitable for other types.

In addition to these strategies, Schwarz et al. proposed to eliminate double-fetch vulnerabilities with hardware transactional memory [20] (e.g., Intel TSX and ARM TrustZone), which is innovative and effective. In addition to the manifested vulnerabilities, their approach can also eliminate the compiler introduced one (CVE-2015-8550). Luo et al. proposed to combine pattern-matching and transactional memory to prevent such vulnerability [35]. A merit of such transactional memory-based approach is that it is suitable for all inter-boundary vulnerability types.

### 4. In-depth analysis

#### 4.1. Statistics

We investigated 115 known inter-boundary vulnerabilities collected from academic works [36, 1, 17, 28] and the CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures) database. For

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundaries</th>
<th>R-R</th>
<th>W-R</th>
<th>W-W</th>
<th>R-W</th>
<th>Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kernel-User</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware-OS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMM-guest OS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
some of the vulnerabilities, we also tried to obtain the buggy source code and corresponding patches from the relevant repositories and archives, which includes the Linux repository on Github, the Linux Kernel Mailing List Archive, and the Kernel Bugzilla. We have made the vulnerabilities we collected available for the security community for further research.

As Table 2 shows, we categorize the vulnerabilities we collected by the vulnerability type and the boundary. From the perspective of the boundary, most of the investigated vulnerabilities are subject to the kernel-user boundary, accounting for 90.4%. This percentage is following the fact that most research focuses on the interaction between the kernel and user space. From the perspective of the vulnerability type, the double-read type is the most prevalent type that manifests in all the three boundaries, which has an overall proportion of 96.5%. On the contrary, we did not identify any write-after-read type from the known vulnerabilities. This is because of the privilege gap. For a write-after-read type, even if a remote write from the less privilege domain violates the write-after-read dependency in a privileged domain, the less privileged domain cannot corrupt the privileged one. However, this type is not rare in the concurrency bugs, whose communication partners have an equal privilege. For the read-after-write type and the double-write type, though only manifested in the kernel-user boundary, theoretically, they could also exist in the other two boundaries. Take the double-write type as an example. In addition to the three disclosed vulnerabilities in the kernel-user boundary, the researcher also found the other 20 kernel pool address leakage vulnerabilities that are subject to the double-write type [37]. However, since Microsoft changed the bar for a security bulletin, their reports were instead targeted to be fixed in the next version of Windows. Unfortunately, these reports were not revealed. For the read-after-write type, Lu et al. [38] also found plenty of such cases when detecting double-read type vulnerabilities in the hardware-os boundary. However, they did not give a detailed analysis at that time and left them to future work. Thus, in the future, we should pay more attention to these two vulnerability types, especially in the unmanifested boundaries.

4.2. Consequences

According to the real-world case analysis, inter-boundary vulnerabilities can cause two kinds of direct consequences: memory corruption and information disclosure. Both of the double-read type and the read-after-write type can cause memory corruption, which accounts for 97.4%, while the double-write type can only cause information disclosure, which has a proportion of 2.6%. More specifically, memory corruption can further cause denial-of-service, privilege escalation, auditing bypass, and also information disclosure. It is worth noting that denial-of-services have various reasons, such as buffer overflow, array over access, and NULL pointer dereference. Besides, though the memory corruption can also lead to information disclosure, it is different from the one caused by the double-write type. The double-write type discloses the intermediate sensitive data within a short duration, while the disclosure in the memory corruption is usually caused by buffer over-bound write to the user space. As Figure 12 shows, the overall proportions of the major consequences of the investigated cases are 22%, 39%, 32%, and 7% for denial-of-service, privilege escalation, auditing bypass, and information disclosure, respectively.

4.3. Differences

Though concurrency plays a significant role in the root cause of inter-boundary vulnerabilities, the inter-boundary vulnerability is different from the concurrency bugs. The atomicity-violation bug is one of the most common and significant concurrency bug types. An atomicity violation occurs when a code block is unexpectedly interleaved by operations from other concurrent threads. It turns to an atomicity-violation bug if the unfortunate interleaving breaks the atomicity assumptions made by the programmer and leads to incorrect program behaviors. Atomicity-violation bugs widely exist because many programmers are used to sequential thinking and frequently assume code regions to be atomic without proper enforcement [9]. However, the inter-boundary vulnerability is different from the atomicity-violation bug in the following aspects.

- **Different boundaries.** The concurrency bugs occur among regular threads. However, the inter-boundary vulnerabilities exist in different system boundaries, such as the kernel-user boundary, the hardware-OS boundary, and the VMM-guest OS boundary.

- **Different privilege levels.** The concurrency bugs occur in the communication between domains that have an equal privilege level. In contrast, the inter-boundary vulnerability has a privilege gap between the communication partners, which can cause more severe consequences, such as privilege escalation.

- **Different research focuses.** Research on the concurrency bugs focuses on waving the thread interleaving
to discover the misuse of synchronization primitives, which does not take the existence of a malicious communication partner into account. However, the study of the inter-boundary vulnerability focuses on safe communication over the trust boundary, including potential malicious behaviors.

A Time-Of-Check to Time-Of-Use (TOCTTOU in short) bug occurs when a program checks for a particular characteristic of an object, to take some action based on the assumption that the characteristic still holds. However, it actually does not hold any longer [39]. TOCTTOU bugs are most common in the Unix file system, which can date back to the 1990s. A TOCTTOU bug is similar to the double-read inter-boundary vulnerability, and the data inconsistency in a TOCTTOU bug is usually caused by a race condition owing to improper synchronization of the concurrent accesses to a shared object. However, the TOCTTOU bug is specific to the shared objects (e.g., a file or a socket), and it usually does not cross a privilege gap, which is different from the inter-boundary vulnerabilities.

Thus, the inter-boundary vulnerabilities are different from the well-studied concurrency bugs and TOCTTOU bugs, and worth a dedicated study.

5. Perspective

In this paper, we choose the kernel-user boundary, the hardware-OS boundary, and the VMM-guest OS boundary as representatives to illustrate the inter-boundary vulnerability. However, in addition to these three boundary types, other boundaries in the system can also cause inter-boundary vulnerabilities. For instance, the wrapped interfaces, such as the syscall wrapper functions, handle parameters from the user application and introduce a new boundary between the syscall and the user application [40]. Besides, technologies also create new system layers and form new boundaries, such as the container in Docker forms a boundary between the container and the application, which also has a privilege gap and thus could cause inter-boundary vulnerabilities. Future work should bring more such boundary types into research. From Table 2, we can see that, compared to the double-read type, the read-after-write type and the double-write type are less aware and lack systematic study. Future work should also pay more attention to these two vulnerability types, especially in the unmanifested boundaries.

So far, the research to the inter-boundary vulnerabilities concentrates on the detection, while the prevention and fix works are minimal and preliminary. The inter-boundary vulnerability is difficult to detect, which can hide for over ten years (CVE-2016-6480) before being exposed [16]. Since the malicious behavior in the communication partner is potential, state-of-the-art fuzzing-based tools [41, 42, 43, 44] or concurrency bug tools [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] are not workable to detect such vulnerability. Thus, researchers take advantage of the specific patterns of the inter-boundary vulnerability to devise dedicated tools. Based on the investigation of the source code, Wang et al. [16] extract three typical patterns that double-fetch vulnerabilities are prone to occur, including the size-checking, type-selection, and shallow copy. Then, Xu et al. [19] provided more refined patterns, including the dependency lookup, protocol/signature checking, and information guessing. For the hardware double-fetch vulnerability in the hardware-OS boundary, Lu et al. [25] also categorized patterns based on the feature of the I/O memory, including common check, loop check, wait check, stable check, configure check, check and use, and block check. These patterns are beneficial for improving the accuracy of the detection approach. However, there are obvious shortcomings of current approaches. Dynamic approaches have limited code coverage, high runtime overhead, and rely on hardware support; static approaches have high false positives, rely on the source code, and to some extent, require additional manual efforts. Future work should try to overcome these challenges.

During the real-world case analysis, we noticed some individual inter-boundary vulnerability cases caused by faults at the implementation level instead of the commonly-seen coding phase. For example, the case (CVE-2015-8550) introduced by compiler optimization [1] and the case occurred in a macro [17]. Such cases are less-aware but more destructive. Moreover, some cases are platform-specific. For example, the read-after-write situations are more likely to cause vulnerabilities at the Windows platform because it uses direct pointer dereference to access inter-boundary data, while other platforms, such as Linux and FreeBSD, use dedicated wrapper functions. Lacking a clear distinction between different domain pointers in Windows makes it bug-prone. Future work should also consider such implementation and platform feature to dig hidden cases.

For prevention, known works mainly provide suggestions to improve developers’ coding habits to mitigate the occurrence of the vulnerability. However, such mitigation strategies are only limited to the logic of the double-read type. From the perspective of system survivability, sometimes, tolerate the attacks caused by such inter-boundary vulnerabilities is more practical and viable than discovering and fixing the vulnerability. As an open problem, improve the system’s robustness is another solution for the system designer. One attempt is using the hardware transactional memory (e.g., Intel TSX and ARM TrustZone) to keep the atomicity of the accesses from the same domain [20][35], which is theoretically helpful to all the inter-boundary vulnerability types. However, it depends on hardware support. Another possible way is memory read-only mapping. Modern operating systems nowadays implement read-only memory mappings at their CPU architecture level to prevent security attacks. By mapping memories as read-only, the kernel can trust the memory content, eliminating the potentially malicious data mutation from the user space. Thus, it is useful for the resistance of double-read and read-after-write type vulnerabilities. However, a significant drawback is that not all the user data can be mapped as read-only. In the future, we should lay more emphasis on approaches to practically prevent or tolerate such vulnerabilities.
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The study of the inter-boundary vulnerability also shows insights for some open problems in system security. For example, “do the inter-boundary patterns also motivate other vulnerabilities?”, “can such problem occur in a different level of granularity throughout the system?”, “is there an unexpected way to exploit such vulnerability?” At the end of this paper, we would like to provide a preliminary answer.

Most of the double-read type inter-boundary vulnerabilities we investigated are the “check-use” situation, where the check comes first and followed by the use, and the atomicity of the “check-use” relation is violated during inter-boundary memory accesses. However, a particular situation exists in the system where the shared data is used before checking, i.e., a “use-check” situation, which can also lead to a security vulnerability. This is because, to optimize the instruction processing performance, modern CPUs adopt out-of-order execution and speculative execution. However, these mechanisms allow the CPU to prefetching sensitive memory data to the CPU cache before verifying the privilege, breaking the privilege isolation of the system, which can lead to severe vulnerability such as Meltdown [45] and Spectre [46]. These vulnerabilities occur at the instruction level, which is a finer granularity than regular inter-boundary vulnerabilities. An attacker can obtain sensitive information in the system where the shared data is used before checking, aiming to light the future research on this topic.

6. Conclusions

The inter-boundary vulnerability is a new research point that worth dedicated study. In this paper, we gave the first in-depth study of it. We investigated three commonly seen boundaries in the system that inter-boundary vulnerabilities are prone to occur. We extracted four inter-boundary vulnerability types based on the investigation of 115 real-world cases and illustrated the principle of each type. We also discussed the state-of-the-art techniques that are relevant to the detection, prevention, and exploitation of such vulnerabilities, aiming to light the future research on this topic.
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